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100x Motivation Achieve quicker the results that you want.
·B e more productive and committed.
·M ove specic ideas/projects ahead quicker and easier.
·S trengthen your focus.
·T ake focused action and achieve breakthrough results.
·G et focused on what's most important to you.
·D ene your priorities and take action aligned with these.
·L earn more effectively

What Students will learn
·B ecome fearless
·E manate Condence
·C limb the career ladder
·D ene your goals
·B ecome more energetic
·F uel your brain with positivity
·B ecome hungry for success
·I ncrease your self-condence
·B oost your self-esteem
·C onquer obstacles
·O vercome procrastination
·T ake control of your thoughts
·S tock Market as career
·W hat are the different career options in stock market
·I s it possible to make a living trading stocks.
·C an fulltime or part time trading be a career option.
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VIPUL KAUSHIKK is a name to reckon with in the industry today. He is a dynamic motivational 

speaker and performance guide who has conveyed positive changes in aspirants' life. Vipul 

Kaushikk is known for creating interactive keynotes and workshops that engage his audience 

and invite them to be active participants of their own success.

Vipul Kaushikk is one of the most inspiring motivational speakers, corporate trainers and stock 

market coach in India. Energy just ows when he is among the people. Vipul uses advanced 

techniques to engage the audience and lead them to use what they learn during his seminars 

so that they can create a positive lasting change in their life. His style of delivery is absolutely 

unique.

He is constantly engaged by the Corporate, and Education sector to train, inspire and empower 

their people.

He mainly talks about Power Selling, Motivation, Stress Elimination, High Performance 

Leadership, Condence Building, Conict Resolution, Goal Setting, Success Strategies, Law of 

Attraction, Psychology of Wealth, Power of Dreams, Youth Empowerment, and Personality 

Transformation.

In a world where trainers, educators and motivators are hell-bent on convincing you that 

creating your best life is all about following their philosophy, buying their programmes and 

their products, Vipul Kaushikk is an anomaly. Vipul Kaushikk doesn't tell people he is the 'guru' 

who is the answer to all their problems. He is a coach who is ready to be there when you need, 

who will inspire you and challenge you to be and have the best you can. Vipul Kaushikk 

believes belief is power. You have to think you can ever before you really can.He teaches that 

you're the solution (and the problem). He teaches that forever change is a process which works 

from the inside out. And that too many people try and put right the internal matter with 

external solutions. He's kind of challenging, honest, entertaining, amusing and confronting but 

he knows what works.

About the Speaker
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Class Duration: 4 hours approx

Number of Days: 1
Course Type: Motivational
Language: English, Hindi
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